Dark fruit is perfectly balanced by rich
tannins, leading into a complex, long finish.

CLOS CULOMBU RIBBE ROSSE

F

or Paul, the eldest child in the Suzzoni family, the passion
for winemaking started at a very young age. Paul and his father
planted their first Niellucciu vines in 1973 in the communes of
Lumiu and Montegrosso, and vinified their first cuvées three years
later. The youngest son Etienne took over the estate in 1986 after
completing his studies in veterinary medicine in Paris. He was also
very passionate about the terroir and excited about the potential
of Calvi wines. Today the estate has over 64 hectares of vines, 12
hectares of olive trees, and has a herd of 40 cattle grazing over the
30 hectares of meadows and oak groves.

VITICULTURE
The vineyard is positioned ‘entre mer et montagne’ – between sea and mountains. Vines, olive trees,
oak groves and meadows create a patchwork of farmland of nearly 140 hectares. The monzogranitic
soils that contribute greatly to Clos Culombus diverse, and harmonious wines, is made up of crystalline
metamorphic rock with high silica content and rich in potassium, magnesium and manganese. The
domaine’s indigenous natural yeasts also help enhance the characteristics of the terroir, and they are
responsible for that marvelous transformation of grapes into wine. This terroir is on one of the oldest
granitic platforms in Corsica (350 million years old). Over the millennia, there has been a gradual
breakdown of the rock, in turn creating extremely sandy soils in the foothills of the mountains.
The Gulf of Calvi is a drainage basin protected by the mountainous barrier of Monte Cinto and benefits
from what is known as the ‘Balagne microclimate’. Corsica has many microclimates. The summers are
hot, dry and windy, helping to reduce the risk of fungal diseases on the vines. They made the move to
become an organic growing winery in 2010. Three years later the whole of the vineyard was certified
organic by ECOCERT.

VINIFICATION
Cold soak for 72 hours. Gentle extraction and kept in tank for 2 months on its pomace. Maturation occurs
for 12 months in a variety of new and old 500l oak barrels.
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Clos Culombu Ribbe Rosse # 852354

CLOS CULOMBU RIBBE ROSSE

SKU: 852354
Region

Corsica

Classification

Corse Calvi AOC

Vintage

2018

Grapes

50% Nielluccio, 50% Sciacarello

Soil Composition

Monzo-granite, Ancient clay-loam alluvial

Vineyard Training

Guyot

Density/Yield

25 hl/ha

Alcohol

14.5%

Residual Sugar

>=1,0

PH

3.69 g/l

TA

3.16 g/l

Free SO2

30 mg/l

Total S02

70 mg/l

TASTING NOTES

PAIRING SUGGESTION

Medium intense cherry red with purple edge.

Complexity, power, and elegance

The nose initially conveys intense aromas of fresh cocoa,

are captured by this beautiful blend

cassis and a mix of cooked red and black forest fruits.

of Niellucciu and Sciaccarellu.

The alcohol comes through softly and some wood

Think gourmet dinner followed

components from the long barrel bearing are also

by a nice cigar!

elegantly prominent.
This wine is fleshy and firm. The wood, the fruit, and
the bitterness of the grape really merge in a beautiful
harmony. Give the Ribbe Rosse some time to mature, and
you will uncover her greatest potential.
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